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Building a More Agile
and Responsive SLA
The SLA Board of Directors and staff are
committed to meeting and anticipating
the needs of our evolving profession.
BY JANICE LACHANCE, SLA CEO

As 2013 winds down, it is tempting to
look back and celebrate what we have
accomplished over the past several
months. Tempting—but counterproductive. SLA staff and the SLA Board of
Directors are (and must always remain)
focused on continuing to help make
our association more agile and responsive. Given the financial and other challenges we face, we simply must keep
looking ahead, not backward.
That said, I think it would be helpful to remind you of new features and
benefits that can help you make the
most of your SLA membership. These
features and benefits include the following:
A redesigned Website that is more
user-friendly and less cluttered (both
in appearance and in content) than its
predecessor. Launched in April, the
new sla.org was designed from the start
to be a working tool for busy information professionals, not a warehouse
of meeting minutes, research reports,
and photographs that document the
history of the association. With actionbased menu buttons such as Learn
and Attend, the Website quickly links
you to the programs and services you
want. Over time, we will make available
some historical content you need to be
more effective in your jobs.
A digital magazine designed to better
serve a membership that increasingly
conducts both its business and personal matters online. In January, SLA
ceased printing Information Outlook
and replaced the magazine’s HTMLbased Web presence with a more
robust digital version that mirrors the

look of the previous printed publication. This digital version is the first step
in the transformation of Information
Outlook from a static, one-way information vehicle to an interactive, mobilefriendly professional development tool.
A compressed conference format that helped hold down costs for
those who attended SLA 2013 in San
Diego while still delivering the same
volume and quality of content. The
learning-packed three-day schedule,
which will be repeated in Vancouver in
2014, allowed conference attendees to
reduce hotel expenses and minimize
time away from the office.
A virtual conference that provided
160 attendees with fresh takes on
some of the most successful, pertinent
sessions from SLA 2013. The two-day
event, which featured live presentations
on topics such as best practices in
competitive intelligence and strategies
for enabling decision making, equipped
attendees with knowledge and insights
they could use right away.
Popular and thought-provoking
Twitter chats that take advantage of
SLA’s global membership by encouraging participation from information professionals around the world. The chats
(#SLAtalk) address topics such as job
hunting and career growth, measuring
success, and providing access in an
era of ever-changing information.
These and other 2013 achievements
are only the most recent evidence of
our ongoing commitment to meeting
and anticipating the needs of a diverse
and evolving profession. The coming
year will bring more improvements to

our programs and services, including
the following:
An every-member survey that will collect demographic and other information
about SLA members and help staff and
SLA leaders identify areas where we
can enhance the member experience,
create new membership benefits, meet
the education needs of SLA members,
and address issues of importance to
information professionals.
One or more “special editions” of
Information Outlook focusing on single
topics that cut across job roles and
work environments. These editions will
contain shorter “how to” articles than
regular issues of the magazine and will
provide information that you can put to
use right away.
“Spotlight Series” presentations at
SLA 2014 that will build on the individual “Spotlight Sessions” from past conferences. The presentations will address
three themes—embedded information
services, digital content and big data,
and leadership in the human age—that
are designed to reflect trends and issues
of high interest to conference attendees
and their organizations. Also at SLA
2014, we will launch “Quick Takes,”
which are short but intense 15-minute
sessions on a variety of topics.
These are just some of the things we’ll
be doing next year to increase the value
of your SLA membership, enhance your
skill set, and open doors to new career
opportunities. At the same time, we will
continue to be challenged by our financial situation, which has caused staffing
reductions over the years and recently
prompted the Board of Directors to vote
to sell our headquarters building. The
sale of the building will create some
uncertainty in our headquarters operations, but we will do all we can to minimize any potential service disruptions.
In the meantime, there are many
things you can be doing to benefit
from your SLA membership. For exam-
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SLA 2014
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Beyond Borders
Register Now

Get a head start and
register now for SLA 2014!
June 8 – 10
Vancouver Convention Centre
Vancouver, BC, Canada

Early Registration Ends: December

31

Full Registration Opens in February
www.sla.org/vancouver2014
@SLAconf
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ple, sign up now to attend the SLA
Leadership Summit, to be held 15-17
January in Memphis, Tennessee. The
Leadership Summit is your opportunity
to meet your fellow unit leaders, the SLA
Board and headquarters staff as you
learn about the resources and support
available to you and your unit.
And you don’t want to miss our 2014
Annual Conference in Vancouver next
June. Vancouver has been rated North
America’s most livable city and ranks
highly in education, culture, and environment, so it will be an ideal location
for three days of learning, networking,
and sightseeing. Be sure to sign up
before the end of 2013 to receive the
early registration rate.
Whether you’re new to the information
profession or a seasoned veteran, your
membership in SLA will pay dividends
year after year, with new features, more
benefits, and better value. I hope that
in the year ahead, you’ll take advantage
of all of the opportunities SLA membership has to offer. SLA

INSIDE INFO

BUILDING SALE · NAME SURVEY
SLA to Sell Headquarters
Building, Find New Space
SLA’s Board of Directors voted in
October to sell the association’s headquarters building in Alexandria, Virginia,
and find new office space.
SLA purchased the building in 2004
and moved its headquarters from
Washington, D.C., to Alexandria. At
that time, the association had roughly
12,000 members and nearly 30 staff; it
now has approximately 8,000 members
and 12 staff.
In an e-mail to SLA members on
31 October, SLA President Deb Hunt
explained the board’s decision.
“So much has changed since
[2004],” she wrote. “The current building is much larger than what we need,
and though we explored options such
as renting out space to tenants, this has
not proved feasible. Though it served us
adequately in the past, we believe [the
building] is no longer serving the best
interests of you, our members.”
Hunt appointed three board members—President-elect Kate Arnold, Past
President Brent Mai, and Jill HurstWahl—to work with SLA staff to select a
real estate broker and obtain valuations
on the building.
“I want to assure you that the board
and staff are working together to re-align
our operations so that SLA remains
agile, forward-thinking and responsive
to its members,” Hunt wrote in her
e-mail. “You have invested us with your
trust and the duty to ensure the vitality of SLA, and we are working hard to
deliver on that promise.”

Most Members OK with
Association’s Name
Most SLA members feel the name
Special Libraries Association reflects
their professional interests, but many of
them are concerned that it might hinder
the association from attracting potential
members and vendor partners, according to a recent survey.
The survey had its genesis in the

Joint Cabinet meeting at SLA 2013,
when the Public Relations Advisory
Council (PRAC) proposed to poll SLA
members about their interest in changing the association’s name. Both the
Chapter and Division Cabinets voted
to support this proposal, so a survey
was conducted in mid-October. More
than 2,500 members responded to the
six-question survey, the key findings of
which are as follows:
• Most respondents (57 percent) feel
strongly or very strongly that the current name accurately reflects their
professional interests.
• Slightly more than one-third agree
that it is difficult to explain SLA to
potential members and supervisors
because of the association’s name;
nearly as many disagree.
• Slightly more than one-third also
agree that selecting a new name for
the association would help attract
potential members and business
partners; nearly as many disagree.
• Members are evenly split on the
question of whether SLA should discuss a name change.
After analyzing the survey results and
the open-ended comments that many
members included with their responses, the PRAC submitted a report to the
SLA Board of Directors with the following recommendations:
• SLA should not initiate a name
change discussion with the membership in the next few years;
• SLA should engage in more, and
more effective, advocacy on behalf
of the profession;
• SLA should provide more professional education (but not necessarily
technical education); and
• SLA should document the value of
the individual and his/her role in the
profession. SLA
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Judge OK’s Google
Book Scanning Project
Google’s controversial book-scanning project got the go-ahead on 14
November from a U.S. District Court
judge, who ruled that the initiative
constitutes “fair use” under the U.S.
Copyright Law.
Judge Denny Chin upheld Google’s
Library Project, under which Google (1)
scans books without seeking or obtaining the copyright holders’ permission,
(2) provides digital copies of the books
to libraries, and (3) displays verbatim
snippets of the content to help users
of its search engine find the books.
Chin acknowledged that these activities
violate the Copyright Act’s prohibitions
against the unauthorized reproduction,
distribution and display of copyrighted
material, but asserted that they are
defensible under the fair use exception
for the following reasons:
• By digitizing the books and placing snippets of their content online,
Google has created a “transformative” tool to help readers and scholars identify and find books;
• The books are already published
and available to the public;
• Google limits the number of snippets, and thus the overall amount of
content, it displays; and
• By displaying the snippets of content
online, Google promotes the sale of
the books, which benefits their copyright holders.
“An important factor in the success
of an individual title is whether it is
discovered—whether potential readers
learn of its existence,” Chin wrote in his
decision. “Google Books provides a way
for authors’ works to become noticed,
much like traditional in-store book displays. Indeed, both librarians and their
patrons use Google Books to identify
books to purchase. Many authors have
noted that online browsing in general
and Google Books in particular help

·

N E W

W O R K

readers find their work, thus increasing
their audiences.”
The Author’s Guild, a nonprofit organization representing approximately
8,000 authors, literary agents, and
attorneys, had first challenged the
Library Project in 2005. In a statement
posted on its Website, the guild’s executive director said the Library Project’s
activities “far exceed the bounds of fair
use defense” and that his organization
plans to appeal the decision.
To read the complete text of Judge
Chin’s ruling, click here.

Americans Oppose Sharing
Social Passwords with Bosses
Americans overwhelmingly believe they
should not be forced to share their social
media passwords with current or prospective employers, according to a survey of 1,000 U.S. adults from FindLaw.
com, a legal information Website.
According to the survey, 83 percent of
American adults say employers should
not be allowed to obtain passwords to
personal social media accounts, such
as Facebook and YouTube. Of the
remaining respondents, 7 percent said
it was okay for employers to have their
social network passwords, while 10
percent were unsure. Only 3 percent
of respondents had ever been asked to
turn over their social media passwords.
Some employers say they need
access to personal accounts to protect
proprietary information or trade secrets,
comply with financial regulations, or
protect themselves from legal liabilities.
Most employees, on the other hand,
consider such access to be an invasion
of their privacy.
According to Westlaw and the National
Association of State Legislatures, at least
10 states have passed laws that prevent
employers from requesting passwords
to personal Internet accounts in order
to get or keep a job. Legislation that
would accomplish this goal has been
introduced or is pending in at least
26 additional states. In addition, some
states have enacted similar legislation

M O D E L S

to prevent public colleges and universities from obtaining access to students’
social networking accounts.
For more information, click here.

Firms Taking New Approaches
to Hiring and Using Workers
Many large organizations are experimenting with new employment models that emphasize collaborative relationships with contractors, freelance
workers and “open source” talent and
encourage engaging with these workers
rather than monitoring their performance, according to a report by a leading consulting firm.
Analysts with Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu Limited (DTTL) found that
global companies are shifting away
from the classical employment model of
hiring full-time, 9-to-5 employees and
toward a new collaborative, technology-enabled approach. This approach
encompasses five “core processes” that
are expected to become building blocks
for a new employment model.
From plan and acquire to design,
brand, attract, and access. The historical model focused on hiring full-time
workers with specific abilities and keeping them employed as long as possible. Many firms today prefer to design
work for, and ensure access to, work
arrangements of all types, including
joint ventures, outsourced relationships,
freelancers, and open source talent.
From training and deployment to participation, learning, and leadership networks. To meet the changing demands
of today’s business environment, many
companies are moving from commandand-control training and deployment
approaches to creating learning, leadership, and work networks.
From performance management to performance engagement. With traditional
full-time workforces being replaced by
third-party organizations and individuals and the “human cloud” of ideas
and effort, performance management
Continued on page 32
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Providing Content
Strategy Services
content is inForMation, and opportUnities to create and iMpLeMent
content strategies For organiZations are BecoMing More coMMon—
and More criticaL.
BY STUART HALES

M

ention the term content strategy, and most
people will probably
assume you’re talking
about the Web. A quick search on
Google will confirm their suspicion—as
the Wikipedia entry notes, “The term is
particularly common in [W]eb development since the late 1990s.”
For librarians and information professionals, however, the term content
strategy should mean something else:
opportunity. As the theme articles in
this issue of Information Outlook make
clear, content strategy is a field for
which information professionals and
librarians are ideally suited, by virtue of
both their education and temperament.
Content, after all, is another word for
information, and librarians and information professionals have been developing strategies for acquiring, managing,
and sharing information for centuries.

Today, however, information is available to more people in more forms
and through more channels than ever
before, making content strategies a
necessity for organizations rather than
an afterthought.
So, what is content strategy, and
how can a librarian or information professional gain a foothold in this field?
Rana Salzmann explains in her article
on page 10 that she stumbled upon
a definition of content strategy while
managing an enterprise-wide taxonomy
development effort for her organization.
That definition—“Content strategy plans
for the creation, publication, and governance of useful, usable content”—led
her to rethink the goals for the project
and ultimately to adopt content strategy
as a discipline.
“In 2012, I was given the title of manager of content strategy,” she writes.
“In hindsight, this seems like a logical

STUART HALES is senior writer/editor at SLA and editor of
Information Outlook.

8
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role for someone trained in an MLS
program that emphasizes classification
techniques, electronic resources management, and data curation. Now, as
a supervisor of several library interns,
I spend a lot of time thinking about the
career paths available for MLS graduates. I believe the synergy between content strategy and librarianship is worth
investigating, whether you are a newly
minted librarian or information professional looking for a career direction or
a veteran in search of a vocabulary to
communicate the value of what you do
for your enterprise.”
But how does a librarian or information
professional distinguish between content that is “useful” and “usable” and
content that isn’t? Claire Rasmussen,
a former academic librarian who now
works for a company that creates interactive projects, says the first step in
developing a content strategy is to
develop a vision for content in your
organization.
“Content visions will vary from organization to organization, but will typically follow the five laws of library science written more than 80 years ago
by the father of library science, S.R.
Ranganathan,” she writes. “For example, it’s likely that your vision for the role

PROVIDING CONTENT STRATEGY SERVICES

of information within your organization
will center upon making content useful,
connecting the right content with the
right user at the right time, and managing the ever-growing body of content. In
short, to quote Mandy Brown of A Book
Apart, the vision will enable individuals
within your organization to ‘navigate
an abundance of ideas when time is
short but knowledge essential.’ Sound
familiar?”
Like Salzmann, Rasmussen believes
that content strategy is a natural fit for
librarians and information professionals. “People who choose to become
librarians are often the type of people
who enjoy the sorts of problems that
require diligence as much as inspiration, making us the natural choice for
content problems—which, after all, are
solved primarily through careful and
methodical evaluation and organization,” she writes.
Rasmussen concludes her article by
noting that once a content vision has
been created, the librarian or information professional must implement it
within the organization. Riche Zamor,
director of strategy for a digital creative
agency, picks up where Rasmussen
leaves off by emphasizing that if content strategies are to be successful,
librarians and information professionals
must understand how people share
information and knowledge in their
organizations. The heart of a content
strategy, he says, is not the content—
it’s the people who share and use it.
“Our job is not just to connect people
to information, but to connect people
to people,” he writes on page 15. “We
librarians, content strategists, and user
experience designers are, in essence,
facilitators of human communication
within our organizations.”
The key to facilitating human communication, Zamor argues, is to understand how a particular group of people
prefer to share information and knowledge, then devise tools and processes
that complement that preference. “If
people naturally communicate and
exchange knowledge through e-mail,
trying to force them to use a wiki to
share knowledge probably won’t work,”

he writes. “A more effective method will
be to create or leverage an application
that easily allows people to transfer
e-mail conversations to a knowledge
repository, or introduce a system that
allows communication to occur through
e-mail and stores those e-mails in a
searchable repository.”
To track content sharing within organizations, Zamor encourages information professionals to create journey
maps. A journey map displays the
process(es) by which a person or group
completes a task—in this case, sharing
information and knowledge with others.
When completed, a journey map will
show not only what kind of content was
being shared and why, but also how
well the content was shared and where
and how the process of content sharing
could be improved.
“Perform research into how people
within your organization share knowledge,” Zamor writes. “The most accurate method is observation and documentation of people’s behavior in a
real-world setting.”
The final steps in journey mapping

are developing audience personas to
reflect the content-sharing behaviors
of groups and creating visualizations
of these behaviors. The personas and
visualizations must be updated regularly to ensure your content strategy
is being implemented effectively and
efficiently.
If, as Salzmann and Rasmussen
assert, librarians and information professionals are well suited to this type of
work, how can they get their foot in the
proverbial door? Salzmann says many
SLA members probably are already performing content strategy services without realizing it, but she provides several
tips for getting started, such as joining
local content strategy or user experience/user interface meet-ups, attending national conferences, identifying
content strategy consultants in your
area, and taking coursework in humancomputer interaction. What’s important, she concludes, is not whether it’s
called content strategy, but whether it
resonates with you—and, for a growing
number of SLA members, it does. SLA
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A (Not So) New
Career Frontier?
LiBrarians and inForMation proFessionaLs possess Many oF
tHe skiLLs needed to BecoMe content strategists For tHeir
organiZations, and soMe May aLready Be FiLLing tHat roLe.
BY RANA HUTCHINSON SALZMANN, MA, MLS

R

oughly two years ago, I was
a year into managing an
enterprise-wide taxonomy
development effort for the
American Planning Association (APA),
the professional association for urban
planners. Our goal was to better categorize the universe of urban planning
content we had created so we could
offer a more streamlined and useful
search experience for our Web visitors
and generate value for our association’s
40,000 members. (I previously wrote an
article about developing the taxonomy
for the SLA Taxonomy Division’s newsletter; see the Resources list at the end
for the citation.)
As the in-house librarian, I was
asked to lead the project and lend an
information professional’s expertise to

the categorization of content. At some
point, while looking for project management resources, I stumbled upon this
definition of the emerging discipline
of content strategy: “Content strategy
plans for the creation, publication, and
governance of useful, usable content.
Necessarily, the content strategist must
work to define not only which content
will be published, but why we’re publishing it in the first place” (Halvorson
2008).
Intrigued, I followed the trail of online
breadcrumbs that led from this article,
thinking that the concept of content
strategy could help us determine what
to publish, how to organize it, and how
to push it to our customers (whether
through traditional print or newer, Webbased channels). Next, I came upon

Erin Kissane’s new book, The Essentials
of Content Strategy, at which point I
experienced my official content strategy
“aha” moment.
“There’s really only one central principle of good content: it should be
appropriate for your business, for your
users, and for its context,” Kissane
wrote. “Appropriate in its method of
delivery, in its style and structure, and
above all in its substance. Content
strategy is the practice of determining
what each of those things means for
your project—and how to get there from
where you are now” (Kissane 2011).
Kissane went on to identify four professions that influence content strategy:
editors, curators, marketers, and “(info)
scientist[s].” I began to think of my
taxonomy project management role in

RANA SALZMANN is the librarian and manager of content strategy for the American Planning Association (APA) in Chicago, where she leads
cross-departmental information management and metadata initiatives. Before joining APA, she served as head of reference and electronic services at the Brookfield, Ill., Public Library. She can be reached at rsalzmann@planning.org.
The author would like to thank the following for their contributions to this article: Jennifer L. Anderson, UX designer, NYPL.org; Sally Kerrigan,
principal, Draftwerk.com; Lauren Lampasone, reference librarian and digital producer, The New York Public Library; Lis Pardi, information architect, Ebsco; and Claire Rasmussen, content strategist, Nerdery.com.
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this context as I drew on my information
science background and consulted my
editorial, Web development, and marketing colleagues. Together, we needed
to go beyond categorizing the universe
of existing planning content and consider the strategy behind content production and how it helped or hindered us in
meeting our member service goals.
My role at APA slowly evolved to
meet the demands of this project, and
I embraced the role of content strategist within the IT and Publications
Departments of my organization. In
2012, I was given the title of manager
of content strategy. In hindsight, this
seems like a logical role for someone trained in an MLS program that
emphasizes classification techniques,
electronic resources management, and
data curation.
Now, as a supervisor of several library
interns, I spend a lot of time thinking
about the career paths available for
MLS graduates. I believe the synergy
between content strategy and librarianship is worth investigating, whether you
are a newly minted librarian or information professional looking for a career
direction or a veteran in search of a
vocabulary to communicate the value of
what you do for your enterprise.
What follows is advice I’ve gleaned
from a series of e-mail and telephone
discussions with librarians and other
professionals who work as content
strategists, as well as lessons learned
during my own evolution from a reference librarian in a specialized research
environment to an interdisciplinary content strategist embedded within an IT
Department.

company would say. Most fundamentally, Pardi says, “I make sure that when
you click on the Contact button on
the Website, there’s a phone number
there.”
Lauren Lampasone, reference librarian and digital producer at the New York
Public Library, brought up one of S.R.
Ranganathan’s Five Laws of Library
Science, suggesting that content strategy helps us “save the time of the reader” in a time of abundant information
across multiple platforms. (For a more
in-depth explanation of Ranganathan’s
relevance to content strategy, see Claire
Rasmussen’s June 2012 blog post titled
“Do It Like a Librarian: Ranganathan for
Content Strategists.”)
Of course, other professions have
been doing what we now call content
strategy for a long time. Print journalists,
for example, try to craft engaging stories
and write concise yet strong titles, both
of which sound like good content strategy principles. The analogy with journalism resonates with Jennifer Anderson, a
user experience (UX) designer at NYPL.
org, who calls content strategy the part
of the Web that the Web forgot. “We
forgot to be editorial,” she says.
To curtail content overload and
ensure the intended message will be
received by the appropriate audience,
content strategists often take an editorial role. Kissane (2011) describes it
this way: Editors “develop themes and
narrative arcs, orchestrate responses to
other publications and outside events,
maintain a balanced variety of articles
or books, evaluate and manage writers
and other content creators, and much
more.”

What’s a Content Strategist?

Identifying Needed Skills

In addition to drawing on Kissane’s and
Halvorson’s definitions, it is useful to
think of other metaphors to describe
content strategy. Lis Pardi, information
architect at Ebsco, says that content
strategy is “the skeleton behind content.” To her Web-unsavvy mother, she
explains that her role is to make sure
that what is written on Ebsco’s Website
is up to date and sounds like what the

So, do librarians and information professionals possess the expertise and
mindset that are critical to performing
content strategy work? In my discussions, three key themes emerged.
A knowledge of classification
schemes and an appreciation of metadata. Perhaps not surprisingly, the
desire and ability to organize things
is common to librarians and content
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strategists alike. Whether they’re working with AACR2, RDA, Dublin Core, or
some other data standard or classification scheme, information professionals
have the ability to look at the big picture
of a collection or archive and identify like objects. Pardi emphasizes that
librarians are “100 percent equipped”
to define strategies to guide the kinds
of content organizing they already perform.
Librarians and information professionals can organize the Internet (and
all of its content) because they are
trained to appreciate metadata. As
Anderson notes, metadata is the “silver
bullet” that makes the Web sustainable and governable. Information professionals are skilled at what she calls
this “science class” aspect of content
organization.
The ability to articulate and serve
the needs of the end user. Information
professionals can conduct skillful, strategic reference interviews with stakeholders to discover what users want and
need. Rasmussen provided an example
of a client telling her, “We want a blog.”
Her response was to ask, “What do you
need a blog for?” She wondered whether the client’s information needs would
be better served by a vehicle other than
a blog. The librarian/content strategist
must ask questions and suss out the
particulars of what people need.
Information professionals as a group
tend to be sympathetic to users’ needs
and driven to satisfy their queries.
Many content strategy projects require
translating specialized knowledge into a
language the average user can understand. Whether writing user-friendly
subject guides or working with Web
developers to make content findable
in an archive, librarians are trained to
mediate between technical and subject
matter experts and the end user.
An understanding of the importance
of iteration, training and the ongoing governance of complex systems.
Creating a content strategy is one thing,
but that strategy needs to implemented,
refined, nurtured, and adapted over
time to meet the ever-changing needs
of an organization. Further, the strategy

PROVIDING CONTENT STRATEGY SERVICES

there’s a good chance it’s because
you’re already doing it, and something
written on the subject resonated with
you,” she told me. “Don’t just chase
after the title; it’s more important to
figure out what kind of problems you’d
like to solve. For me, that’s usually been
problems related to communication and
written expression, but someone else
might focus on technical constraints
or organizational structure. Of course,
these things all fit together into a big
strategy in the end, but I think most
people’s point of entry is something a
little more focused, and usually related
to the interests they already have.” SLA

and its component parts need to be
integrated into the daily life of an enterprise through training and outreach.
Information professionals (especially
catalogers) are skilled at maintaining
authority records and refining subject heading schema and can bring
these abilities to bear on content strategy maintenance. Our reference and
instruction colleagues possess a wealth
of knowledge about training users and
acclimating them to new systems.
The long-term survival of any content strategy initiative depends on the
manager’s or team’s ability to implement a successful governance model.
Librarians and information professionals can help give needed “backbone”
to strategy by considering what Casey
(2013) defines as the four key components of governance.

The content strategists I spoke to
stressed the importance of informal networking and learning at meet-ups and
through social media, as well as more
structured learning in the classroom.
Their advice included the following:

• Become familiar with HTML and
XML so that you can, as Claire
Rasmussen suggests, “go into code
and not drown”;

RESOURCES

1. Authority: Who is empowered to
make decisions about your Website?

• Identify content strategy consultants
in your area and reach out for an
informational interview;

Confab: The Content Strategy Conference.
http://confabevents.com/.

2. Planning: How will you plan for content overhaul efforts—from launch to
ongoing maintenance?
3. Tools: What tools (e.g., guidelines,
checklists, priorities, and editorial
calendars) will you use to make sure
that your content is on-strategy and
that your content strategy stays relevant?
4. Measurement: How will you determine whether your content is working, and how will you use information about the effectiveness of your
content to fix it?

Acquiring These Skills
If you think content strategy might be a
good place for you to apply your professional skills, there are many ways you
can get started. If you identify with one
of Kissane’s four influences, start there
and branch out into others areas as
needed. According to Kissane’s classification, I am an information scientist
and curator by training, but I have
learned about editorial and marketing
functions from my colleagues so we can
work together to keep content strategy
initiatives afloat in our organization.

• Join local content strategy or user
experience/user interface meet-ups;
• Attend national conferences like
Confab or An Event Apart;
• Follow big-name content strategists
and UX people—Margot Bloomstein,
Kristina Halvorson, Erin Kissane,
Karen McGrane, Rachel Lovinger,
Jared Spool, and others—on Twitter;

• Look into coursework in humancomputer interaction (HCI) at your
local iSchool (if you are still in
school, create a course plan that
includes traditional LIS coursework
like cataloging as well as courses
that cover developments in the technical and information specialties);
• Learn the lingo of the business world
(such as ROI and KPI) and take a
course in business or nonprofit management to understand the framework that executives in the C-suite
use to make their decisions;
• Learn a little bit about graphic
design so you can talk to those professionals and have some insight
into their processes; and
• Take a class or teach yourself about
digital copyright and licensing issues
so you can keep pace with the everchanging rules about content and
image use in social media.
Sally Kerrigan says many information
professionals looking in this direction
will find they’ve already taken the initial
steps. “I think if you’re interested in
pursuing content strategy as a career,

Casey, Meghan. 2013. “Get Your Content
Strategy Out of the Drawer with Governance.”
UX Magazine. 11 January.

Cullinan, Fiona. 2013. The Content Strategy
Jobs Landscape—The Skills, Education,
Experience, Character Traits, Salary
Expectations and More That Employers Are
Looking for When Hiring a Content Strategist.
Kent, England: Firehead Ltd.
Halvorson, Kristina. 2008. “The Discipline of
Content Strategy.” A List Apart, Issue 274. 16
December.
Halvorson, Kristina, and Melissa Rach. 2012.
Content Strategy for the Web, 2nd ed.
Berkeley, California: New Riders.
Kerrigan, Sally (Whiting). 2013. “Digital
Archives & the Content Strategist.” Contents.
27 February.
Kissane, Erin. 2011. The Elements of Content
Strategy. New York: A Book Apart.
Rasmussen, Claire. 2012. “Do It Like a Librarian:
Ranganathan for Content Strategists.” Brain
Traffic blog. 7 June.
Salzmann,
Rana
Hutchinson.
2012.
“Developing a Taxonomy for Urban Planning:
One Association’s Story.” Taxonomy Times.
Alexandria, Virginia: Special Libraries
Association, Taxonomy Division. October.
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Developing a
Content Vision
content strategy Begins WitH a content vision, and LiBrarians
and inForMation proFessionaLs are, By tHeir training and natUre,
ideaLLy sUited For tHis roLe.
BY CLAIRE RASMUSSEN, MLIS

I

t is often said that we live in an
age of information excess. We
are inundated by information,
not only in our personal lives but
in our professional ones as well. Yet our
attempts to make sense of it all often
fall short, not least because we don’t
have a well-defined vision for the role of
information in our organizations.
Granted, managing the depth and
breadth of information held inside many
organizations is a challenge for even
the most experienced information professional. While there are a variety of
approaches to this problem, the first
step, in my view, should be to articulate
a vision for information in your organization. If you’re not sure how your background in the library and information
sciences will support you in this effort
(much less justify content strategist as
your official title), fear not: you already
know more than you think.

Content visions will vary from organization to organization, but will typically follow the five laws of library science written more than 80 years ago
by the father of library science, S.R.
Ranganathan. For example, it’s likely
that your vision for the role of information within your organization will center
upon making content useful, connecting the right content with the right user
at the right time, and managing the
ever-growing body of content. In short,
to quote Mandy Brown of A Book Apart,
the vision will enable individuals within
your organization to “navigate an abundance of ideas when time is short but
knowledge essential.” Sound familiar?

anyone trained in conducting a reference interview is well-equipped to do.
The purpose of asking questions is to
understand your organization’s information needs and processes in depth.
For example, you will want to know the
following:

Interviewing Stakeholders

• What information is not currently
available but desired; and

The first step in developing a vision
for information in your organization
is to ask questions, something that

• The types of information your organization finds valuable;
• How this information can be
acquired, distilled, organized and
disseminated to appropriate parties;
• What internal user groups will do
with this information;
• How this information might help
make their jobs easier;

• What changes in workflows might
help to better manage this informa-

After receiving her library degree in 2007, CLAIRE RASMUSSEN began working as an academic librarian
at a community and technical college, then took a job at a private university in Minnesota. She left libraries
in 2011 to work for Brain Traffic, a content strategy-focused agency in Minneapolis. She now works for The
Nerdery, a development workshop in Bloomington, Minnesota.
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tion or enable the discovery of new
information and insights.
The answers to these questions are
found, in part, by talking with stakeholders—all of the organization’s stakeholders, not just the ones in the corner
offices. Talk with the people who create
and approve information as well as those
who use it. Just as library books are for
all—to quote from Ranganathan’s five
principles, “every reader his or her
book” and “every book its reader”—the
information vision for your organization
is derived from, and must account for,
everyone in the organization.
So don’t forget the quiet guy at the
far end of the cubicle row who talks so
infrequently that you’re not exactly sure
what he does. Talk to him, too. What’s
on his hard drive? Did you know he had
that in his vertical files? Despite the stereotype of the shy librarian, most librarians I’ve met at library conferences love
to talk, so there’s absolutely no doubt
in my mind that you’ll be a natural at
this activity.

Wandering the Stacks
Beyond talking with stakeholders, you
will also want to evaluate the existing
documentation within your organization—ideally (and most effectively), all
the documentation you can get your
hands on. Lest there be any doubt
in your mind, let me be absolutely
clear: this will be tedious work. People
who choose to become librarians are
often the type of people who enjoy the
sorts of problems that require diligence
as much as inspiration, making us
the natural choice for tackling content
problems—which, after all, are solved
primarily through careful and methodical evaluation and organization.
In content strategy circles, these
careful and methodical processes of
finding and evaluating documentation
are known collectively as a content
audit. A content audit really isn’t all that
dissimilar from evaluating a collection
within a library and removing items or
databases that no longer serve your
users’ needs. You basically need to
know what you have, what should go,

and what should stay.
As with evaluating a library collection,
you will need a framework for making
and justifying your decisions. Before you
spend too much time reinventing the
wheel, consider starting with the tried
and true, by which I mean: MUSTY. A
goodly share of the documentation and
information you find will be Misleading
or ambiguously worded; Ugly, or hard
to use; Superseded, or look so old that
even if the information is still accurate,
no one would possibly believe it; Trivial,
or present solely due to organizational
politics; and Your collection, or completely fascinating but entirely out of
scope for your organization.
Imagine if you got rid of all the
information that didn’t meet the very
basic standards of MUSTY. What if
employees in your organization didn’t
have to wade through seven archival
versions of the employee handbook, or
start reading one only to discover that
they weren’t reading the most recent
version? With MUSTY, you can greatly
reduce or even eliminate the likelihood
of this situation occurring.
Beyond clearing the metaphorical
decks of musty information—a tremendous value-add in its own right—the
process of documenting the information
and knowledge in your organization will
help you lay the groundwork for developing a vision for information within
your organization. Your job is to leave
no stone unturned, because to create a grand, over-arching information
vision, you also need to grasp the nittygritty details. And who better for this
task than people who understand that
content labeled TK5105.888 .H356
2010 is about technology and specifically telecommunications and the World
Wide Web, and that it was published in
2010 and written by someone whose
last name starts with H?
The end result of your efforts will
be a trove of information analogous to
mounds of books strewn across the floor
or a topic discussed across hundreds of
articles in a dozen databases with no
federated search in sight. What you, an
information professional trained in cataloging, metadata, and other methods of

organization, will do with this content is
transform it from chaos into order, one
document and Web page and conversation at a time.

1 Percent Inspiration
Your initial efforts—also known as the
discovery phase—exemplify the latter
part of Edison’s dictum that genius is 1
percent inspiration, 99 percent perspiration. When creating a content vision,
you turn Edison’s dictum on its head,
because inspiration follows perspiration.
So, after you’ve spent all that time with
all that information and all those people,
it’s time for the inspiration—time to pull
it all together and create the vision for
information in your organization.
Armed with a deep understanding of
the role of information in your organization, your job is to encapsulate what
you believe that information needs to
be and do into a mission statement or
vision. This content vision should not
be a Faulkner-esque sentence or statement; it isn’t meant to summarize every
tactic you will employ to solve every
information need. Instead, your content
vision statement should be brief and
aspirational. It will inform the types and
content of information needed, how the
information should be presented, and
how it will be organized and managed.
Following are two examples of content vision statements:
• The content on JuggleUp.org should
address head-on why kids are skeptical of juggling and why they should
try it.
• We will publish easy-to-understand
reference materials that help senior
citizens understand the health risks
of over-the-counter medications.
Once you articulate your organization’s content vision, your role will be
to steward it, to shepherd other people
in the execution of the vision. A simple, straightforward vision statement
will make that task much easier to
accomplish. SLA
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Connecting People
to Other People
Understanding HoW peopLe sHare knoWLedge WitH
otHers is criticaL to iMpLeMenting an eFFective
content strategy in yoUr organiZation.
BY RICHE ZAMOR

W

hether your job title
is librarian, information architect, content strategist, or user
experience designer, your role is to
connect people to the information they
need to complete a task or meet a goal.
What is often forgotten in this process
is that the information to which we connect people comes from other people.
The facts, ideas, and emotions in that
white paper, blog post, or infographic
came from a person who wanted to
share his or her knowledge with others.
Looked at this way, our job is not just
to connect people to information, but
to connect people to each other. We
librarians, content strategists, and user
experience designers are, in essence,
facilitators of human communication
within our organizations.

Steven Beebe (2014) defines human
communication as “the process of making sense out of the world and sharing that sense with others by creating
meaning through the use of verbal
and nonverbal messages.” The foundation of human communication is the
exchange of knowledge. As facilitators
of human communication, we need
to understand the types of knowledge
people possess, how they share their
knowledge with others, and how others
receive that information, internalize it,
and then apply it in their daily lives.

Two Forms of Knowledge
One of the leading frameworks for differentiating types of knowledge was developed by Maryam Alavi and Dorothy E.
Leidner in 2001. They argue that human
knowledge exists in two forms—tacit

knowledge and explicit knowledge.
Tacit knowledge is not tangible—it is
innate within someone and difficult to
transfer to others because it cannot be
broken down into a repeatable process.
Think of tacit knowledge as things that
tend to be instinctive, like how to wiggle
a finger or take a breath of air.
Explicit knowledge is knowledge that
can easily be taught as part of a stepby-step process. It tends to be codified,
so it can easily be presented to someone or transferred between two people.
Examples of explicit knowledge are
building a house and driving a car.
Tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge co-exist and are often inter-related. For example, we often need to use
tacit knowledge to complete tasks that
call for the use of explicit knowledge.
In 2004, Ikujiro Nonaka and Hirotaka

RICHE ZAMOR is director of strategy for 4Site Studios, a digital creative agency in Washington, D.C. In past lives,
Riche has developed content and social media strategies for Fortune 500 brands, leading nonprofits and high-profile
political candidates. He is a regular speaker and writer on the topics of content strategy and social media.
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Figure 1: Knowledge Spiral

Takeuk developed a theory around
knowledge sharing called the Knowledge
Spiral. They argue that knowledge sharing is cyclical—it starts with externalizing tacit knowledge and follows with
linking that knowledge to explicit knowledge, putting the explicit knowledge
into practice, then internalizing and
socializing the newly gained information
through communication and collaboration with others.
This process, by which we must
both receive and share information in
order to retain knowledge, plays out
in different ways within organizations.
Understanding the dynamics of communication and information sharing within
your organization are crucial to improving how knowledge is captured by, and
shared among, your colleagues.

Sharing Knowledge
Understanding knowledge sharing
within organizations can be challenging. There are many dynamics at play:
company culture, relationships between
peers, and processes and procedures
for gathering and disseminating information. Understanding the environment in which you are operating is
essential to identifying how information
is exchanged and recognizing how you
can better connect people to each other
to exchange that information.
We often try to solve challenges within organizations by trying to change
people. That won’t work—you cannot
change people, people can only change
themselves. What you can do effec-

tively is create
tools, processes
and content that
empower people to be more
effective and efficient given their
natural behaviors
for information
sharing.
For example, if
people naturally
communicate
and exchange
knowledge
through e-mail, trying to force them to
use a wiki to share knowledge probably
won’t work. A more effective method
will be to create or leverage an application that easily allows people to transfer
information from e-mail conversations
to a knowledge repository, or introduce
a system that allows communication to
occur through e-mail and stores those
e-mails in a searchable repository.
You will need to conduct research
to understand the various ways people
in your organization share knowledge.
A very useful tool that can be used to
track knowledge-sharing behavior within your organization is journey mapping.
Journey mapping is a design thinking
exercise used to create a visual representation of the process(es) used by a
person or group to complete a task or
series of tasks.
The critical piece is first recognizing who your internal audiences are,
then identifying their needs, determining what content helps to meet those
needs, and knowing where, when, how,
and why these stakeholders seek this
content. A journey map should reveal,
at each step when someone in your
organization shares knowledge with others in the organization, the following:
• What their experience was;
• What they were feeling;
• What they were thinking; and
• Opportunities to improve the experience at that step in the process.
You can find very elaborate visuals
that have been created to represent this

data, but the simplest way to begin is
with a table. Each column should represent a step in the process, and each
row should represent the information
you want to capture.

Creating a Journey Map
The first step in creating a journey map
is to develop a plan for what you would
like to discover. Start by creating a
statement that defines a problem you
are trying to solve, what you suspect
is the root cause of the problem, and
any ideas you have for solving it. Next,
define who is being affected by the
problem, being as specific as possible
(e.g., managers of international relief
projects). Finally, define how you intend
to measure whether the problem you
are addressing has been resolved.
Next, perform research into how
people within your organization share
knowledge. The most accurate method
is observation and documentation of
people’s behavior in a real-world setting.
There are many resources available on
how to perform behavior observation; I
personally draw from the processes outlined in Jeff Gothelf’s book Lean UX.
After completing your research, you
should be able to define, for each
group of people you researched, the
following:
• What their goal was;
• The specific steps in the process of
completing that goal;
• How long it took to complete each
step;
• Each touchpoint at which the group
interacted with a piece of knowledge
that was shared with them;
• The general emotions that people
felt at each touchpoint;
• The thoughts that were communicated at each touchpoint; and
• Any ideas that were shared on how
to improve the experience at each
touchpoint.
Note that if you can capture any data
that can be used to validate the results
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of your observations, be sure to do so.
Web analytics or usage statistics from
knowledge management systems and
other forms of data can help to prove
that your research observations are correct or identify discrepancies in what
you are observing and how systems are
actually being used.
Next, develop an audience persona
for each group that was researched.
The persona should tell a story of who
this group is, what they want to accomplish, why they want to accomplish
it, the various ways in which they try
to accomplish it, and their motivators
and depressors. Make the persona as
detailed as possible—give the person
a name, age, job title, and a biography
that helps to give context to why that
person behaves the way he or she does.
Your goal in developing this persona is
to effectively communicate the experience your colleagues have when sharing knowledge within the organization.
Once you create your personas, you
can begin to produce your journey
map. My recommendation is to start
by simply creating a table that con-

tains your findings for each audience
group. Depending on the outcomes of
your research, you may want to create a visual that shows any overlap in
the experience between audience segments.

Activate Your Journey Map
There is no cookie-cutter approach to
translating a journey map into solutions
to your organization’s content- or knowledge-sharing problems. The solutions
that you implement will vary, depending
on the outcome of your research and
the needs of the organization.
One easy first step is to look at the
suggestions of the people you observed
for solutions. There are often small
changes to processes, tools, or content
that can be made to greatly improve the
communication experience. Measure
the impact of going after this low-hanging fruit, then begin to implement larger
solutions as needed.
It is very important to remember that
journey mapping is an ongoing process.
People’s behaviors and their environ-

ments change, and you will need to
develop a continual system for identifying audience segments, performing research, and finding solutions to
knowledge sharing experiences. This
iterative process will ensure that you
are on top, if not ahead, of the content
needs of your colleagues. SLA
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10 Questions:
Jeffrey Dreiblatt
JeFFrey dreiBLatt coUnts on sLa to keep HiM connected
to His proFession and on a penciL and paper to stay in
toUcH WitH His inner artist.
BY STUART HALES

A

t home he’s an artist,
at work he’s a search
optimization manager,
and in between—well,
in between there’s a flagpole.
During his commute to work at
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC),
Jeffrey Dreiblatt stops on many
mornings to draw a sculpture at the
base of a flagpole in front of the New
York Public Library. No two drawings
are exactly alike—the equivalent,
perhaps, of entering the same term
into a search engine and getting a
different result each time—but the
finished product matters much less
to Jeffrey than the act of putting pencil to paper.
“I’ve been creating art since college,” he says. “I’ve never really
thought of it as a career path, but
it’s something I do every day, and it’s
very important in my life.”

SLA is also important to Jeffrey,
for the same reason his daily drawing routine is important—it keeps
him connected to something bigger.
That “something” is the information
profession, from which Jeffrey feels
slightly removed because he works
in digital marketing, not in a more
traditional setting.
“[SLA] helps me think about what
it means to be an information professional, because that’s not something
I do much in my daily life,” he says.
“To exchange information with colleagues and see what they’re doing
helps keep me connected.”
Information Outlook spoke to
Jeffrey recently about his art, his
work, his two-month assignment in
Istanbul, and how he sees his future
unfolding.

STUART HALES is senior writer/editor at SLA and editor of
Information Outlook.

You’re no stranger to interviews—in
2008, you were interviewed by CNN for
a story about gay marriage. On a scale
from intimidating to empowering, where
did that interview rank?
It was a little intimidating, but exciting. When marriage equality happened
in California in 2008, and New York
State announced that it would recognize legal marriages performed in other
states, my now-husband and I decided
to go out to California and get married.
One of my co-workers at PwC was a
leader in the push for marriage equality, and the national press was coming
to her and asking if she knew anybody
who was getting married and would
want to talk about it.
We were actually interviewed by CNN,
The New York Times, the New York
Post, and USA Today. CNN came out
to our house, and it was a really great
story—it showed us in our house and
with our dogs. We were most put off
by the New York Post because of their
political perspective, although surprisingly, their story was more accurate
than The Times.
The CNN interview is one of many
results I obtained from a Google search
on your name. Several of the results
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mention art—you’re a member of the
Brooklyn Arts Council, and your paintings have been displayed in several
venues. How long have you been interested in art, and are you really an artist
trapped in a librarian’s body?
I guess I would say that I’m an artist trapped in a librarian’s profession.
(laughs)
I’ve been creating art since college.
My undergraduate degree was in fine
art, and I’ve been making art since
that time, but I’ve never really thought
of it as a career path. That would be
my aspiration—to spend all of my time
making art. It’s not very easy to make
a career of art, but it’s something I do
every day, and it’s very important in
my life.
When I moved to New York many
years ago, I was working part-time as an
assistant to an artist. In one of my previous jobs, I got to do some animation
that was on one of those light boards
in Times Square. That was really cool
because I could go to Times Square
and point up and say, “I did that.”
What made you decide to leave art and
become a librarian?
One of the things about my career
is that I’ve always believed in embracing opportunity, so I’ve looked for ways
to do something different. And when
an opportunity has arisen, I’ve gone
for it. That has led me to places I
never expected—for example, I never
expected to work for three of the four
big accounting firms. Again, my undergraduate degree is in fine art. (laughs)
I had been working at a financial services company, running their intranet,
and in 2001 they downsized. Fortunately
or unfortunately, I had some time to
think about what else I wanted to do. I
received outplacement assistance when
I was laid off, and part of the process
was to take tests that assess your areas
of strength, like Myers-Briggs. One of
the career options that came up for me
was librarian. And I realized that a lot of
what I did professionally was connecting people with information.
I never expected that I would work

in a traditional library setting. I’ve done
that a few times in my life, but it wasn’t
my expectation. I expected to do something like what I do now—work in a
corporate setting and connect people
to information, probably online. That’s
worked out pretty well for me; it’s what
I enjoy doing most, helping people
identify and clarify information that will
help them achieve what they’re trying to
accomplish.
So I decided to go to grad school, and
I earned my master’s in library science
at Pratt about nine-and-a-half years
ago. When I graduated, I set a goal of
getting a job within my profession in six
months or less, and I did. I’ve been at
PwC since then.
When did you learn about SLA, and why
did you join?
I heard about SLA at Pratt. One of
my professors was Pam Rollo, and you
can’t know Pam without knowing about
SLA. She was a mentor to me in many
ways, and that was one of the ways—
she got me directly involved in SLA.
I think it was after I received my
degree that Pam asked me to join the
Diversity Committee for the New York
Chapter. I got involved that way, and
became chapter secretary and then
the lead for the Diversity Leadership
Development Program on the national
level for a couple of years. Most recently
I’ve been involved in the Knowledge
Management Division, as secretary,
chair-elect, and now as the chair.
Now that you’ve been pretty involved
in SLA for a few years, what would
you say you enjoy most about it, and
what would you most like to change or
improve?
As someone who does not work in
a typical librarian position, I find SLA
to be very helpful in keeping me connected with the profession. It helps
me think about what it means to be
an information professional, because
that’s not something I do much in my
daily life. To exchange information with
colleagues and see what they’re doing
helps me stay in touch.

Jeffrey Dreiblatt, in a photo taken while on
assignment in Istanbul.

That’s also true in the knowledge
management space. During part of my
time at PwC, I was very involved in our
knowledge management area, but now
I’m not. So it helps me to be active in
that division, because that way I stay
connected and keep up with what’s
going on in KM.
Having that dialogue with other colleagues is kind of like my artwork. I
have a studio, and I’m there on my own
when I’m working. But I find it’s really
nice to be at workshops with other artists occasionally, because I can talk to
them and get ideas. It’s similar with
SLA, because I don’t work directly with
other information professionals in the
same way in my daily job. There are a
number of SLA members at PwC and
other MLS people that I talk to on a
regular basis, but that isn’t really what
we talk about.
Within SLA, fostering diversity is very
important to me. It was striking to me
that we had such a non-diverse slate
running for the SLA Board of Directors
this year. That’s nothing against the
candidates; it’s nothing against the
association at all. It’s just a struggle that
we can’t let up on. Diversity takes a lot
of work—there are no easy answers,
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and no one answer. It’s a continuous
process.
You say you aren’t a typical librarian.
What does your job at PwC entail?
I’m part of the digital marketing team,
and we’re responsible for the U.S. firm’s
digital presence. That means everything
from the Website to our presence on
social media to a new app that we just
launched. I’m the search optimization
manager, so a lot of my role is being the
subject matter specialist on everything
about search—which is not the database searching of the information field,
but the onsite searches for our U.S. site
and our global site.
Site search is a small part of what I
do. More of what I do is consulting and
implementation around search engine
optimization. That means getting our
content to come up high on Google.
There are several factors involved in
that—a lot of it has to do with strong
content, but there are technical pieces
and strategy pieces, and I’m the specialist in that area for the U.S. firm. I
also consult with our other territories—
the other PwC firms around the world.
I’m the only person who does what I
do in all of the PwC network. I also work
in content strategy for our Website, and
I work with a couple of different areas of
our business to help them achieve the
most effective presence on our Website
and in our other digital channels.
Search is really interesting to me
because there’s so much you can do
with it. We can build our brand—for
example, we would want someone performing a search on a specific facet of
accounting expertise to see PwC up at
the top of the search results. But we
can also use search to do competitive
intelligence, to engage in the marketplace, and to find out what certain blogs
are saying about our business areas so
we can engage with them. There’s just
a lot you can do.
Speaking of search, it has historically
gotten a bad reputation among information users. Will it always be thus, or do
you see search becoming more efficient
and user friendly?
22

Recently, your job at PwC took you to
I ran our intranet search here at PwC
Istanbul for a couple of months. What
for a number of years. I heard a lot of
did you do there?
complaints then, and I still hear those
complaints. I think internal enterprise
PwC very much encourages global
search is always going to be very difmobility because it provides a wider
ficult because it tends to involve a
perspective on our business that helps
huge, diverse selection of content, both
both our employees and our clients.
structured and unstructured, and the
There tend to be more opportunities
people searching that content have very
for global mobility for client service
diverse needs.
people—who are generating the revMeanwhile, external search engines
have become more and
more sophisticated, and
that has raised users’
expectations very high. But
from an internal perspective, you’re never going to
be as good as Google. My
approach to online work is
to put myself in my users’
shoes, which happens to
be one of PwC’s values—
walking in each other’s
shoes. I think if we can do
that around search, it can
be very helpful.
It’s true on our external Website and on our
internal Website that 90
percent of the searches
are the same. That leads to
the 80-20 rule: if you can
make 80 percent of the
searches effective, that will
make most people happy. Each week, Jeffrey draws this and other sculptures outside the
There are always going to New York Public Library.
be people searching for
enue for the firm—than for people who
the other 10 percent, and they won’t be
provide internal services. But an opporas successful. But I think it’s not that
tunity came up when the Turkish firm
difficult to cover the majority of users’
lost their Webmaster, and they were
needs—you just have to think about
looking for someone to do basic Web
what their needs are and what they’re
work. That’s not really what I do, but I
trying to do.
thought, I’d love to go to Istanbul and
When I talk to our marketers or anywork, so I started a dialogue with the
one else in the firm about search and
head of marketing in Turkey. She was
online, the conversation always starts
very encouraging, but we decided that
with, “What do you think the end user
my strengths were much more strategic
is trying to do to get to this information?”
than building Web pages, so it took
They’re trying to do something; what’s
about a year-and-a-half until she was in
the task they’re trying to do? That’s true
a position to bring me over.
not just of search, but of usability and
It was a fantastic opportunity to have
writing for the Web. The more we can
a larger-picture role than I have with
put ourselves in our end users’ shoes,
my team, because my team is much
the better.
bigger. The Turkish firm has a very
small group that is responsible for their
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content perspective, to help identify
areas that needed improvement. Then I
worked with the team to prioritize those
improvements.
I also helped
them identify the
50 most important
pages on their site.
I told them they
needed to make
those 50 pages as
good as possible,
easily searched,
useful and engaging, and deliverable
to their marketing
objectives. That
was just one of the
many projects we
started, and they’ve
continued it since
I left.
It was a great
opportunity for all
of us, and we were
While in Istanbul, Jeffrey drew this picture of a mosque along the
very successful. I
Bosphorus River.
remember when I
first went in, I said,
For me, it was an opportunity to use
“I want to be very conscious of not
my expertise in a lot of areas—everycoming in as an outsider and telling you
thing from developing team definitions,
what to do.” And they were like, “Tell
like drafting a mission they could share,
us, tell us.” (laughs)
to reporting. I asked them what kinds
of reports they gave to management
You work in New York, home to perhaps
each month about the Website, and I
the most famous public library in the
helped them identify reports they could
United States, if not the world—the
take action on—for example, identifying
New York Public Library. Do you ever
what people are searching for on their
have public library envy?
site, so they know if users are searching
My office is one block from that
for content that isn’t easy to find or just
library, so I walk past it every day. I have
doesn’t exist and has to be created. I
a sort of mascot there that I try and
came up with a whole action plan for
draw about once a week. It’s a flagpole
creating reports each month and followthat has a lot of different sculptures at
ing through on them, and I developed
the bottom. I sit out there in the morntools they could use to improve their
ing on my way to work and draw it.
digital acumen.
One of my most enjoyable courses in
Their lead marketer, Andrea, was
graduate school was a two-week intenvery keen that all of my work should
sive program at the New York Public
lay the basis for moving forward. I
Library that was based around all of
led knowledge sharing sessions around
the special collections. We had access
subjects like usability, writing for the
to the photography collection, the map
Web, search optimization metrics, and
collection, the manuscript collection.
social media. I also did an overall
And we did a project where we used
evaluation of their Website, both from
materials from all of those collections to
a technical perspective and from a
Website. The group had some online
experience, but not a lot, and they were
very eager to learn as much as possible
and improve their site.

build an exhibition. If I could be working with those collections every day,
that would be really fantastic.
As you look ahead, how do you see the
remainder of your career unfolding, and
is there anything you would like to go
back and change about your earlier
career?
Earlier this week, I spent a day at
a public school in Brooklyn. PwC has
made a huge commitment to youth
education, including devoting millions
of staff hours to teaching children a
financial literacy curriculum. So I went
to this middle school—it was my third
time there—and I was talking to the
kids about credit and debt. That may
sound like a little much for a sixth grader, but as I say to people, they might not
get it the first time, they may not get it
until the sixth time, but there has to be
a first time.
I talked to the kids about how, when
I was an undergraduate, you couldn’t
study what I do because my job didn’t
exist then. The lesson I want them
to learn is to stay open to opportunities that come up that we don’t know
about today. If you ask the kids what
they want to do when they grow up, of
course you get pro football or a singer,
but you also get doctor or lawyer. I talk
to them about my career and how I’m
doing something that I could never have
imagined, and I tell them they should
be open to that as well.
I don’t know what the future holds,
but I’m excited about finding out. Our
profession has certainly changed, but
I’m one of those second-career, laterin-life librarians, and I don’t have the
same perspective as a lot of other SLA
members. I wasn’t in the profession as
it used to be.
I see changes in our field every day,
and it’s hard to know where I’m going
to end up professionally. But I do hope
that wherever that is, my art will play a
larger role in my life. SLA
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We’re Different: Influencing
Skills and Special Librarians
Special librarians and information professionals must
position themselves in personal terms, not in relation
to their libraries or collections.
BY STEPHEN ABRAMS

The normal librarian context is quite
immense and focused on the traditional
library context, not on the value of the
individual library professional. As such,
we see a lot of advice in our professional
literature about marketing the library,
public relations for the library, library
branding, and the like.
I’ve been quite uncomfortable with
using this positioning for special librarians. Our profession’s value proposition is quite complicated and complex.
We’re never about just resources and
buildings, despite what some people
think. Librarians can practice their profession anywhere—they don’t require a
physical library or even books, collections, or databases.
Nowhere is this more true than for
special librarians and information professionals. So, I thought I’d invest some
time writing about some of the things
that I think matter to the positioning of
special librarians in our contexts.
I believe that individual information
professionals and special librarians are
different in terms of tone and positioning than the teams of librarians in larger
institutional settings, where they must
balance the marketing of the library
with the marketing of the librarians. In

the special librarian context, we can
emphasize the information professional
over the resources and spaces. Our
key positioning messages include the
following:
• Personal relationships are paramount. Being on a first-name basis
with every important user and knowing their needs deeply is very different from serving people on a larger
scale (for example, all students and
faculty or an entire community).
• Understanding our core business
and the context of our users changes
everything. Special librarians are
often quite expert at understanding
their company, industry and sector and their organization’s specific
research needs, strategies, and profit/loss measurements. We’re often
the only information pro on staff or
part of a very small unit.
• Special librarians are often part of
a larger organizational team of a
diverse range of professionals—not
just enterprise teams for operational
management work, but client teams
working on specific projects and
contributing their specific skills and
insights. These teams may be multi-

STEPHEN ABRAM is a strategy, marketing and direction planning
consultant with Dysart & Jones. He is a past president of SLA, the
Ontario Library Association and the Canadian Library Association. He is
the author of ALA Edition’s Out Front with Stephen Abram and Stephen’s
Lighthouse Blog. Stephen would love to hear from you at stephen.
abram@gmail.com.

functional and may have allegiance
to an external (sometimes paying)
client rather than being tasked with
achieving host institutional goals.
• Special librarians and information
professionals are often measured
on a different, more personal scale
than their counterparts in large institutional settings, and their performance contracts may be tied to very
specific goals and agendas.
I’m not saying that these characteristics are unique to special librarians
and information professionals. My point
is that they are often not as critical to
long-term personal success for librarians who practice in academia or public
library settings.

Personal Positioning
For special librarians, positioning must
be of a more personal nature because
their jobs and budgets, not just the existence of the library, are at stake. Special
librarians can be one bad budget away
from being cut unless they develop the
personal respect, allegiance and support that flow from strong relationships
that are built over time. Special librarians can look for evidence of successful
positioning by testing and observing the
following:
• They are visibly respected and trusted for their personal competencies
and receive referrals and testimonials as individuals, not as part of the
generic library operation.
• Their clients can articulate the transformational value they add on a personal relationship level and through
specific interactions and projects,
not just on an enterprise basis.
• They are acknowledged by management for their contributions on
teams and to external clients, special
projects, corporate strategies, and
strategic investments.
• They are recognized for their advice
and consulting skills, not just for
delivering information quickly on
a transactional basis. They are
respected as professionals rather
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than as support staff, and this
respect is evident in their reporting
relationships and in the flexibility
they enjoy with respect to spending
and budgets.
• They make a measurable impact on
such organizational issues as whitecollar productivity, research success,
timeliness, and decision-making
quality.

Principles of Influence
A recent Ph.D. dissertation by Cheryl
Stenström (2013) explored the factors of influence in libraries around
funding and support from key decision makers. Stenström used the
Cialdini framework, known as the Six
Principles of Influence (also called the
Six Weapons of Influence), which was
created by Robert Cialdini at Arizona
State University (1984).
Cialdini identified the six principles
through experimental studies and by
immersing himself in the world of what
he called compliance professionals—
salespeople, fund raisers, recruiters,
advertisers, marketers, and so on.
These are people skilled in the art of
convincing and influencing others. (See
more at http://www.mindtools.com/
pages/article/six-principles-influence.
htm#sthash.2yXY5asQ.dpuf.)
Cialdini’s six universal principles of
influence are the following:
1. Authority: hierarchical or by
expertise
2. Consistency and commitment: alignment with personal or organizational
values
3. Liking: popular definition; familiarity
4. Reciprocity: prior exchanges
5. Scarcity: the possible lack of availability
6. Social proof: what would others do?
Stenström discovered that liking and
familiarity played a huge role with librarians in successfully influencing funding
and support strategies. She also learned
that being face-to-face often and in
context was a key strategy for success,
26

from both the librarian’s and the client’s
points of view. Apparently, likability has
been shown in the research to increase
with consistent interaction and face-toface events.
These principles should echo particularly well with special librarians. We
need to position our professional competencies related to information within
the context of the professional competencies of our clients, be they lawyers,
doctors, engineers, or whatever.
My takeaway from Stenström’s
research is that special librarians need
to focus on relationships if we are to
make the impact we desire. This will
require us to build positions deep in the
minds of our clients. These positions
must be based on the following:
• Understanding our professional competencies (largely through personal
experiences);
• Trusting in our professionalism, confidentiality, and ability to deliver on
time and provide high quality;
• Relationships based on personal
experience and mutual need; and
• Permissioning—being invited to
meetings and social gatherings and
to make contributions to projects.

Which Strategies Work?
I’ve written previously in this column
about elevator speeches being insufficient if they don’t lead to something
greater, namely deep and growing relationships. Broadly speaking, you should
use your elevator speech to introduce
yourself to your target audiences. You
tell your story. Ultimately, you build
engagement and, therefore, permission to ask for and receive more time.
This “time” looks like a coffee break at
Starbucks, a quick shared lunch at the
hot dog cart in the Square, a real lunch
or dinner, or drinks after work. It might
even look like an office or water cooler
meeting that is quasi-casual.
Each interaction builds on the one it
follows. Eventually, your relationships
deepen. Relationship building is not
an event, but a long-term process that
takes time.
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In special libraries, our relationships
are a mosaic of interactions and experiences with clients that gradually form
a portrait of value and impact. Doing
great work of high quality and impact
isn’t enough—you must ensure that the
right people know about you and share
their story.
Your mission is to make sure that
you, as a librarian working in a specialized setting and serving specialized
needs, have a relationship with everyone who matters and can count on
their endorsement through thick and
thin. You must also be a critical part of
important teams and projects and know
your clients as people, not just users.
Influence comes from relationships with
your management and your clients.
The ultimate strategy is to be authentic
in who you are and intentional about
how you tell your story. Here’s how to
do this:
Know who you are. What do you
value? What do you believe? What are
you passionate about, and why? What
are you really good at? What are you
really bad at? Be intimately acquainted
with your unique story—your who and
why.
Tell your story. Think of how to tell
your story in meaningful, raw, and
human ways. Tell it as best as you can
right now. Tell it to the right people,
and encourage them to share stories
about how you made a difference in
their work.
Engage with your clients. Visit and
talk, listen and reflect. Share stories
that change relationships and build on
impact, productivity and success.
As Cialdini noted in 2004, “The relationship is the message.” SLA
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In Praise of Services,
Not Structures
A new book argues that the continued delivery of
information services is more critical to decision making
than the survival of a library or information center.
BOOK REVIEW BY ULLA DE STRICKER, MLS

Whenever special librarians gather, a
topic sure to be discussed is the alarming rate at which organizational libraries (by whatever name they’re known)
continue to be downsized or closed. It is
an observed fact that in troubled times,
organizational libraries and their staff
are a tempting target for budget cuts,
all the more so now that “everybody
in the organization” has access to the
Internet. Professional conferences typically feature sessions on strategies for
aligning library and information services
with organizational priorities.
What a blessing, then, that famed
special library professionals James
Matarazzo and Toby Pearlstein have
built on past research into the fate of
special libraries and their decades of
accumulated expertise to publish a
selection of reality-based guidelines and
lessons learned. In Special Libraries:
A Survival Guide, the authors share
strategies for helping corporate library
services thrive. Several chapters are
written by other luminaries in special
librarianship, and case studies provide
a practical angle. Each chapter is supported by an extensive reference list
so that readers may pursue specific
subtopics in greater depth.
A central theme in the book is the
incorporation or absorption of the orga-

nizational library or information center
into the day-to-day business of the
enterprise (as opposed to being a separate service unit), and the case studies
support that approach. The authors
stress that the goal is not so much
the survival of the library as it is the
continued presence in the organization
of skilled information professionals to
support decision making. (In fact, perhaps the book ought to have been titled
Special Librarians: A Survival Guide.)
Part 1 of the book focuses on the
need to measure the right activities and
offers a literature review of research
and writings related to corporate libraries. Part 2 contains a series of strategy
descriptions to go with sober looks at
the future of special libraries. Part 3
describes successful outcomes from
innovative thinking about information
services in organizations.
The inclusion of information from the
United Kingdom, Australia, and New
Zealand makes for useful comparisons
and demonstrates that the phenomenon of special library closings is universal. This reviewer, widely known for her
advocacy of association membership,
is particularly pleased with the chapter
on the value of being a member of a
professional association.
Who will benefit from reading this

ULLA DE STRICKER is president of Ulla de Stricker and Associates,
a knowledge management consulting practice based in Toronto.
She can be reached at ulla@destricker.com.
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book? Answer: Every information professional involved with supplying information to knowledge workers and decision
makers, as well as anyone contemplating a career path in an organizational
setting. Given the research and the case
studies presented, we could answer the
following questions:
• How does my information services
unit compare with the described
scenarios?
• How do my activity measures demonstrate value to the organization? If
they do not, how could I change the
way I measure activity and
outcomes?
• Do I have significant anecdotal evidence from employees that my services are essential to their
performance?
• Do I have the ear of opinion leaders
and influencers in my organization?
• What opportunities do I see for
embedding into an organizational
unit if the library is to be closed or
severely reduced?
• What strategies and tactics that
worked for others would or would
not work for me, given the corporate
culture in my organization?
• How could I parlay my information
professional credentials into knowledge-centric roles in departments
such as marketing or product
development?
• How can I best support my organization outside the confines of the
traditional special library?
The book constitutes a master class
in planning for specialized information
services. It is a must-read for special
librarians concerned about their professional futures and is equally relevant
for educators charged with developing competencies in library students. I
highly recommend that library science
educators include the book in their curricula, and I urge every special librarian
to treat the book as a daily companion.
We owe Matarazzo and Pearlstein a
huge gratitude for having “pulled it all
together” for us. SLA
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Developing Our Next
Generation of Leaders
Succession planning helps nurture future leaders while
also addressing skills gaps and ensuring that knowledge
is not concentrated in one or two positions.
BY DEBBIE SCHACHTER, MLS, MBA

At a meeting of Canadian special and
academic librarians I attended recently,
one library director said there would be
a leadership crisis soon, with top-level
librarians retiring en masse and younger librarians expressing no interest in
assuming those top jobs. This person
was referring to the academic environment, but her observation applies to
libraries and information centers in
other sectors as well.
Employees are often happy in their
current position and don’t see any value
in taking on administrative or managerial
types of roles. Others may see top positions as dead ends, garnering little professional recognition (especially within
larger organizations) while working long
hours and fighting endless battles over
budgets. In some environments, staff
never have the opportunity to take on
new roles or leadership duties because
power is concentrated in the director’s
or manager’s position.
Being a manager and a librarian are
not mutually exclusive activities, but
often the perception is the opposite. So,
what can we do to turn that around?
I’m hoping we can rethink what it
means to be in a leading role so we can
develop successful succession plans in
our organizations.

Creating New Leaders
While not all information professionals who retire will be replaced (due
to economic pressures and changes
within organizations), there will be a
large number of senior-level positions
coming up for replacement soon. This
means there is a great need to develop
information professionals of all ranks
so they are willing and able to take
on leadership roles in our workplaces.
This process, known as succession
planning, is linked to career planning.
Employees want to be able to plan or
anticipate developments in their career
over time. If they see no opportunity for
skills development or potential to take
on leadership roles, they may move
elsewhere for new opportunities.
Succession planning is more than
just finding people to promote from
within—it is about developing capacity
and skills among your staff. When you
develop your staff, you are enabling
them to continue the good work of your
organization, including developing innovative new practices and contributing
to the bottom line. You also help protect your organization—there is significant risk when too much authority and
knowledge reside with too few people.
To ameliorate this risk, you need to

DEBBIE SCHACHTER is director of learning resources at
douglas college in new Westminster, British columbia, and
chapter cabinet chair-elect of sLa. she can be reached at
debbie.schachter@douglascollege.ca.
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focus on developing leadership among
your staff.
Creating leaders at all levels also benefits decision making and improves the
services that you provide, even though
some staff will never take on senior
roles and some will leave and move to
other organizations. By creating opportunities for learning new skills, such as
budgeting, planning, supervision, and
project management, you will improve
morale and retain most if not all of the
people you want to keep.
If you are approaching retirement or
considering relocating in the next few
years, you may want to discern how
your staff perceive the role of information center manager or library director.
What is it that motivates them? What
learning experiences can you provide
that will close skills gaps and help your
staff expand their abilities and pique
their interest in management activities?
Involving your staff in the process of
succession planning is an effective way
of encouraging them to think about the
current and future needs of the organization. Starting this process in the years
before significant retirements occur will
help your staff see what they need to
work toward in terms of skill sets. This
process needs to be connected to your
strategic planning, SWOT analysis work,
and other forecasting you do to prepare
for the future.
Involving your staff in succession
planning is also good change management practice. It will allow staff members to examine their own skills and
encourage them to identify areas where
they could further develop their abilities, both to their and the information
center’s benefit.
As part of your annual review process for each staff member, be sure to
include personal development plans.
This means that on an annual basis you
are reviewing each individual’s progress
and development and making plans for
new courses, skills, and competencies

INFO BUSINESS

to respond to changes in your organization. Planning for staff development
as part of your personnel activities
will ensure that any gaps in skills and
knowledge will be addressed before you
have a retirement crisis.

up taking the top job or not. If there is
a crisis of leadership, the information
center will be at risk within the organization, no matter how well it is regarded.
The information center must continue
to function with those who remain, so

As part of your annual review process for each staff
member, be sure to include personal development plans.

Granted, you can hire skilled staff
from outside and recruit leaders from
other organizations, and this approach
often delivers a very positive outcome
for information centers. That said, it
is incumbent upon us to develop the
leadership and practical management
skills of our staff, whether they end
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they must be able to take on leadership
roles until new leaders are recruited. By
leaving skills gaps unaddressed, a manager or leader is not fulfilling her duty
to the organization to minimize risk and
ensure continuity in times of transition
or crisis. SLA
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Continued from page 7

mechanisms will need to evolve to
embrace new measures, new processes, and new expectations for what success looks like, both to employers and
workers.
From compensation and benefits to
experience and rewards. The historical
focus of compensation programs has
been on segmenting employees into
pay “bands” and designing a competitive package of health and retirement
benefits. In an open talent economy,
firms must tailor their compensation
and benefits programs to meet the
expectations of workers across multiple
generations, paying particular attention to creating rewards, meaning, and
careers for employees who are not on a
company’s balance sheet.
From company employee value proposition to ecosystem talent brand. As
companies design and build talent
networks that incorporate employees,
freelancers, and other workers, the corporate brand and employee value proposition will need to be re-engineered
with an eye to attracting and engaging
multiple sources of talent.
To learn more about gaining access
to talent will become at least as important as acquiring it, read The Open
Talent Economy here. SLA
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